
Jessica speaks to professional, smart, creative people, 
like YOU, who want to leverage time, to get more 
DONE and FOCUS on what matters.

Delivering practical, no-nonsense productivity 
strategies and tactics to make the most of your time.
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Stress Management, Time Management, 
Productivity, Entrepreneurship
I’m Too Busy and Other Fake News
 • Identify why it’s so hard to say, no.
 • Confront the lies we tell ourselves about not achieving goals.
 • Define what business activities get your "YES!!!"
 • Leave with a script you can use to protect your time.

Make it Matter! Simple Strategies to Increase Productivity
 • Learn the framework for getting more done
 • Implement new planning strategies.
 • Discover a technique that will move the needle for you
 • Identify your procrastination style

Words Mean Stuff
 • Identify words and patterns that are hampering your progress
 • Create boundaries strategically
 • Learn strategies to create boundaries
 • Create and claim your personal mantra

Jessica Modad is a productivity strategist and speaker who presents to groups 
that want to have more TIME, more FREEDOM and get MORE DONE.

Jessica created the Make it Matter system which teaches you to align value with 
goals and goals with actions so that you can say, yes less and find focus fast.

All focus. No fluff. Jessica and her clients can tell you from experience that feeling 
starved for time and overwhelmed can be a thing of the past. She believes that 
being busy is not the same as being productive. Jessica is a member of the National 
Speakers Association and a certified 7 Habits Trainer, wife to one serial 
entrepreneur, two teenagers, and the world’s softest dog, Sonya.

 I now spend my time doing the
 things that matter. Matter to me, 
to my family, to the people that are 
important to me. Jessica (and planning) is 
very important to me.

 Working with Jessica was a breeze
 and positive experience! She 
listened…tailoring the topic to the desire I 
had for the group and our program and 
delivered a talk that was both 
motivational, challenging and timely.

 You are the other set of eyes that 
 helps see through the life clutter. 
You are the advocate for what we want.”


